What do the diversity of seeds and plants do for civilization/farmers?

**ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA**

- Home to more than _____ crops that are prized for their seeds.
- __________ is their largest export market.

Jot down a note about each crop...

N. Chandrabaub Naidu
Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh

"Without seeds… nothing will happen."

What is this politician doing for his country?

To explore more on this project, visit:
http://www.ilfsclusters.com/mega_seed_park.aspx

"Seeds are not the beginning…but the real world of agriculture, of all civilization. So the seeds can feed the world, heal the world, clothe the world and energize the world."

Manjit Misra
Director, Seed Science Center
Iowa State University

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
Seed Science Center
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